Hazelliah For Douglas
Capt., Indpt. Battery, U. S. Col’d L. Art’y.

Appears on

Battery Muster-in and Descriptive Roll
of the organization named above. Roll dated

Fremont, S.D., Dec. 23, 1861.

Where born: Virginia
Age: 33 yrs.; occupation: farmer
When enlisted: 186
Where enlisted: 186

For what period enlisted: 3 years.
Eyes: BR; hair: BL
Complexion: light; height: 5 ft. 11 in.
When mustered in: 186
Where mustered in:
Bounty paid: $100; due: $100
Where credited:

Battery to which assigned

Remarks: Earned by

Maj. Genl. Curtis

for service as Captain

Book mark:

J. M. Drake

Copyist.